Addendum 1
March 15, 2019

The Queens Borough Public Library ("the Library") has issued this Addendum 1 to BID #0219-1, Sewer and Drainage Requirements System Wide Services:

Bid section II Scope of Work is modified to include the following additional requirements:

43. The Successful Bidder shall perform the following as preventative maintenance measures:

Central Library:
   i. Perform monthly house trap cleaning.
   ii. Perform monthly grease trap cleaning at the Library Café.
   iii. Perform quarterly and as required ejector pit cleaning (C-Level). To be scheduled by Maintenance Department.

Flushing
   i. Perform quarterly and as required ejector pit cleaning. To be scheduled by Maintenance or Building Manager.

The Library anticipates that trap cleanings and grease trap can be performed without a need of a special vehicle. Also the Library anticipates that the grease trap requires special hand held vacuum equipment. In addition, the Library anticipates that the ejector pit requires a vacuum truck.

Except as amended by Addendum No. 1 all other provisions of this Bid remain as stated.

Bidders are reminded of its responsibility of frequenting the Library’s Procurement Opportunities webpage for any updates to the bid including the posting of answers to questions received, bid revisions or addendums or any other updates. The direct link to the webpage is: http://www.queenslibrary.org/about-us/proposals-and-bids.